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Abstract

Within a short few years, the number of complement inhibitors that are either

approved for therapeutic application or evaluated in late-stage clinical trials has

expanded remarkably. The sudden emergence of this target area in the pipelines of

many biotech start-ups and even large pharmaceutical companies appears even more

surprising when considering that the involvement of the complement system in vari-

ous clinical conditions had long been recognized. In many aspects, however, the com-

plement system is far from being a traditional drug target, which may explain the

delayed breakthrough of this therapeutic strategy. While complement modulation is

now considered an attractive “platform technology” with applications in a wide spec-

trum of disorders, the broad yet heterogeneous disease involvement of the comple-

ment system has long restricted its placement in traditional drug discovery programs.

Concerns about the safety of complement-targeted interventions, the large number

and high plasma concentrations of target proteins, and the complexity of the comple-

ment system's engagement in biological processes are among other factors that kept

complement off the drug discovery radar for decades. Alongside technical advances

and financial incentives, the innovation and persistence of academic and clinical

researchers have been the critical driving force to navigate complement therapeutics

out of the shadow into the spotlight. In this commentary, we document this remark-

able development using select examples and aim to venture some predictions where

this promising field may be headed to.

Therapeutic complement inhibition has long been considered a “mis-

sion impossible”. Too big was the fear that any long-term inhibition of

the complement system as integral part of innate immunity would

lead to severe adverse events. Too unconvincing were initial trials of

complement inhibitors in complex inflammatory disorders such as

rheumatoid arthritis or myocardial infarction. Even after the first

complement-specific inhibitor, the anti-C5 mAb eculizumab (Soliris,

Alexion), had been introduced to the clinic for the treatment of parox-

ysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria (PNH) in 2007,1,2 there was still

abundant skepticism about the sustained feasibility of this approach.

The commercial success of eculizumab and the growing, and predomi-

nantly positive, clinical experience of this first foray into therapeutic

complement inhibition rapidly raised confidence and sparked a

renewed interest in this treatment strategy. At the same time, the

availability of a C5 inhibitor in the clinic allowed for a gradual expan-

sion of indications, which now include atypical hemolytic uremic

syndrome (aHUS), generalized myasthenia gravis (gMG), and neuro-

myelitis optica spectrum disorders (NMOSD).3 Furthermore, the clini-

cal use of eculizumab also revealed elusive pathogenic mechanisms

that remain unaddressed under anti-C5 treatment,4,5 paving the way

for the clinical evaluation and approval of therapeutics that afford

broader coverage/benefits in certain diseases, such as C3-targeted

therapeutics.6,7 After a derivative of eculizumab with improved phar-

macokinetic properties (ravulizumab; Ultomiris, Alexion) was intro-

duced in 2018,8 the past 2 years finally saw the approval of novel

complement inhibitor classes that are distinct in their points of
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intervention, application routes, and indication areas. In early 2023,

the arsenal of approved complement therapeutics now includes the

anti-C5 mAbs eculizumab and ravulizumab, the C3-inhibitory peptide

pegcetacoplan (Empaveli/Aspaveli, Apellis), the C5a receptor

1 (C5aR1) antagonist avacopan (Tavneos, Chemocentryx/Vifor), and

the anti-C1s mAb sutimlimab (Enjaymo, Sanofi) (Table 1).11

The companies that carried such pioneering complement thera-

peutics to the approval stage, often facing skepticism and financial

risks, deserve much credit and clearly facilitated the clinical and com-

mercial progress. At the same time, it needs to be emphasized that,

maybe more than in most other target areas, academic and clinical

researchers working on deciphering aspects of the complement sys-

tem in health, disease, and therapy have been instrumental for the

current success of this treatment strategy.12 On the one hand, these

researchers continued advocating the potential benefits of therapeu-

tic complement inhibition in an evidence-driven and disease-tailored

manner even when this strategy faced considerable skepticism, they

provided valuable insights into functional mechanisms and developed

improved models. On the other hand, complement research groups

around the world have provided inspiration, templates, or even lead

compounds for many of the inhibitors that have now entered the

clinic or are at the verge of doing so.

For example, initial mAbs with inhibitory activity against murine

C5 have been developed by research groups in the 1980's.13,14 One

of them, mAb BB5.1,13 had been used in early proof-of-concept stud-

ies in inflammatory pathologies involving complement dysregula-

tion15,16 and spearheaded the development of mAbs against human

C5 (i.e., 5G1.1)17 and subsequent approval of eculizumab. Recent

studies indicated that BB5.1 and eculizumab bind to a similar epitope

region though involving distinct residues, which explains their differ-

ing species specificities.18 Similarly, the conception, preclinical devel-

opment, and proof-of-concept of C5aR1 antagonists can be traced

back to academic efforts that include anaphylatoxin-based antago-

nists19 and the synthetic peptidomimetic compound PMX-53.20 The

PMX line of C5aR1 antagonists in particular have proven fruitful for

the ongoing drug development in this class, with some of the mem-

bers of this family having entered clinical development and evalua-

tion.21 At this point, the recently approved C5aR1 antagonist

avacopan is the only orally bioavailable complement inhibitor in the

clinic,22 while other oral complement modulators are in late-stage

development (Table 1).23,24

Perhaps the most prominent example for a drug discovery and

development process in the complement field that continues to

involve partners from the academic, clinical, and industrial branch is

the compstatin family of C3 inhibitors, which was identified in the

academic lab of John Lambris at the University of Pennsylvania. The

first member of the compstatin class, pegcetacoplan, was just recently

approved in Canada,25 after having reached approval by the FDA in

May 2021 (as Empaveli) and by the EMEA in December 2021

(as Aspaveli).26 Pegcetacoplan is currently indicated for the treatment

of adults with PNH; while approved as first-line therapy in the USA,

the use in the European market is currently limited to patients, who

are anemic after treatment with a C5 inhibitor for at least 3 months.

The clinical introduction of pegcetacoplan therefore marks a second

watershed moment for the treatment of PNH after the approval of

eculizumab some 15 years ago.2 The hematological disorder PNH is

driven by complement-mediated hemolysis due to acquired mutations

that lead to a lack of glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored proteins

on clonal populations of blood cells. The complement regulators

CD55 and CD59 are of particular importance to protect host cells

from autologous complement attack that results in membrane attack

complex (MAC)-mediated hemolysis. MAC formation is the final step

of the terminal pathway of the complement cascade, which is initiated

by the cleavage of C5 to release the inflammatory mediator C5a and

the C5b fragment that builds the basis for the assembly and mem-

brane insertion of MAC.27,28 By preventing the activation of C5 and,

thereby, MAC formation, eculizumab provided the first causative ther-

apy for PNH. Despite the overall benefit, some challenges remain

under anti-C5 therapy: residual hemolysis is detectable in most PNH

patients, while rare genetic variants of C5 are found in non-

responders (especially in Japanese patients). Furthermore, break-

through hemolysis was observed due to pharmacokinetic

(i.e., inadequate plasma levels in 10%–15% of patients) and/or phar-

macodynamic causes (i.e., massive complement activation due to

infection).29 Although the clinical impact is controversially discussed,

extravascular hemolysis of PNH erythrocytes has been described in

association with anti-C5 therapy.30,31 Ongoing activation of proximal

parts of the complement cascade leads to increasing deposition of

C3-derived opsonins on PNH erythrocytes, which induces their

removal by phagocytosis in the hepato-splenic pathway upon recogni-

tion by the integrin receptors CR3 and/or CR4.32 This pathway is only

detectable during anti-C5 therapy, as otherwise the erythrocytes

would have been lysed by MAC. Those unmet medical needs fueled

the development of proximal complement inhibitors, which can inhibit

the amplification loop of the complement cascade, that is, alternative

pathway (AP) C3 convertase.29 There are three compound classes in

clinical development to target the proximal pathways in PNH therapy,

that is, peptidic inhibitors of C3 (compstatins; pegcetacoplan, AMY-

101) and low molecular weight inhibitors of FB (iptacopan) and FD

(e.g., danicopan, vemircopan, pelecopan).

Pegcetacoplan entered the clinic as first-in-class C3-targeted

therapy and has market exclusivity based on orphan drug designation

for PNH. Targeting C3 in the proximal part of the complement cas-

cade promises higher efficiency than terminal pathway inhibitors as

the upstream blockage may not only prevent MAC formation but also

opsonization, thereby curbing extravascular hemolysis and break-

through events.29 This concept was initially validated in 2014 by

Risitano et al., demonstrating that Cp40 abrogated C3 fragment depo-

sition on surviving PNH erythrocytes under eculizumab treatment,

thus demonstrating that C3 inhibition can prevent both intravascular

(i.e., MAC-mediated) and extravascular hemolysis in PNH.6 This study

spearheaded the clinical advancement of C3 inhibitors in PNH trials

and the subsequent approval of APL-2/pegcetacoplan in PNH. In

phase 3 trials (PEGASUS), pegcetacoplan showed superiority over the

standard treatment (i.e., eculizumab) with respect to changes in hemo-

globin levels as the primary endpoint (reduction of 2.4 and 1.5 g/dL,
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TABLE 1 Complement inhibitor approved or in clinical development, adapted and extended based on.9,10

Target INN (brandname) Company Type Status Indication

C5aR1 Avacopan (Tavneos®) Amgen, Vifor

(ChemoCentryx)

Small molecule Approved 2021 Add-on therapy for ANCA-

associated vasculitis

C5a Vilobelimab InflaRx mAb Phase II/III Hidradenitis Suppurativa,

Pyoderma

Gangrenosum,

cutaneous Squamous

Cell Carcinoma,

COVID-19

C5 Eculizumab (Soliris®) Alexion mAb Approved 2007 PNH, gMG, aHUS; under

investigation: NMOSD

C5 Ravulizumab

(Ultomiris®)

Alexion mAb Approved 2018 PNH, gMG, aHUS; under

investigation: NMOSD

C5 Zilucoplan UCB (Ra

Pharmaceuticals)

Cyclic peptide Phase III gMG

C5 Avacincapted pegol

(Zimura®)

Iveric Bio Pegylated RNA

aptamer

Phase III GA secondary to AMD

C5 Cemdisiran Alnylam

Pharmaceuticals

RNAi Phase III gMG, PNH, aHUS, IgA

nephropathy

C5 + LTB4 Nomacopan Akari Recombinant protein Phase III HSCT-TMA

C5 ABP 959 Amgen mAb, biosimilar of

Eculizumab

Phase III PNH

C5 Gefurulimab Alexion VHH anti-C5 mAb

Albumin binding

Phase III gMG

C5 Crovalimab Roche (Chugai

Pharmaceuticals)

mAb Phase II/III PNH, aHUS; sickle cell

disease

C5 Tesidolumab Novartis mAb Phase II PNH, GA, AMD, Uveitis

C5 Pozelimab Regeneron mAb Phase II PNH, CHAPLE, gMG

C3 Pegcetacoplan

(Empaveli®/

Aspaveli®)

Apellis cyclic peptide Approved 2021 PNH; under investigation:

GA/AMD, C3G, CAD,

ALS

C3 AMY-101 Amyndas

Pharmaceuticals

Compstatin peptide Phase II Periodontitis; COVID-19

C3 ALXN2030 Alexion siRNA Phase I Antibody-mediated

rejection

FD Danicopan Alexion (Achillion) Small molecule Phase II/III GA, PNH, C3G, COVID-19

FD Vemircopan Alexion (Achillion) Small molecule Phase II PNH, LN, IgA nephropathy

FD ALXN2080 Alexion Small molecule Phase I

FD Pelecopan BioCryst Small molecule Phase II PNH

FB Iptacopan Novartis Small molecule Phase III PNH, C3G, IgA

nephropathy, CAD,

AMD

FB IONIS-FB-LRx Ionis/Roche Nucleic acid Phase II AMD, GA, IgA

nephropathy

Bb NM8074 Novelmed mAb Phase II PNH, C3G

FP, Properdin CLG561 Novartis (MorphoSys) mAb Phase II AMD, GA

CD59 HMR59 Janssen (Hemara) Gene therapy to

increase sCD59

expression

Phase I AMD, GA

C2 ARGX-117 Argenx mAB Phase II MMN, delayed graft

function

MASP-2 Narsoplimab Omeros mAb Phase II/III COVID, aHUS, IgA

nephropathy, LN, C3G,

HSCT-TMA

(Continues)
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respectively). Furthermore, 85% of the patients in the pegcetacoplan

group were transfusion-free over the 16 weeks compared to 15% in

the eculizumab group.33 Importantly, pegcetacoplan showed a good

safety profile, therefore soothing concerns about increased risks of

infectious diseases. The drug is administered by health care profes-

sionals under a risk mitigation strategy that includes vaccination

against Neisseria meningitidis (also required for anti-C5 therapies).

Even if long-term clinical data about proximal complement inhibition

in PNH need to be further collected and evaluated, the experience

gained thus far looks promising. C3 inhibition broadly addressed

hemolysis as manifested in the normalization of hemoglobin, bilirubin,

and haptoglobin levels. Furthermore, the lifespan of PNH erythrocytes

is close to normal and there is no sign of compensatory erythropoiesis

(reticulocyte count normal) under anti-C3 treatment. With distinct

therapeutic strategies being in the clinic or in late-stage evaluation, it

will be interesting to follow how the treatment landscape for PNH

(mortality, quality-of-life, treatment cost) will evolve in the future.

Besides the clinical impact, the advancement of compstatin-based

drugs also demonstrates how clinical development benefits from

molecular insight and fine-coarse functional characterization.

Although pegcetacoplan can be considered a complex biological drug,

bridging two cyclic peptides with a 40-kDa PEG unit, its active ingre-

dients present two copies of a second-generation derivative of comp-

statin.34 Originally discovered by phage-display library screening

against C3b, compstatin is a disulfide-cyclized peptide that showed

potent inhibitory activity in complement activation and hemolytic

assays and therapeutic efficacy in ex vivo and in vivo disease

models.35 Subsequently, the peptide scaffold has been extensively

investigated and optimized for molecular interactions with the target

protein C3 in an academic drug discovery effort. Major development

steps were achieved using insights from NMR studies,36 systematic

alanine and N-methylation scans,37–39 structural biology40 and

structure–activity-relationship (SAR) studies41 in combination with

direct binding assays and thermodynamic evaluation.42 Acetylation of

the N-terminus resulted in an early lead compound with increased

plasma stability and target affinity.43 Alanine scan studies enabled the

design of the first nanomolar compstatin derivative, by introducing

changes in the cyclic core (V5W, H10A).38,44 Position V4 and Q6-G9

were identified as critical for target binding mode and kept constant

throughout the evolution of the compound class. The first crystal

structure of a compstatin analog with its C3-derived target40 shed

light on the binding site and enabled a mode-of-action hypothesis. By

binding at a shallow grove on C3 and C3b, compstatin acts as

protein–protein-interaction inhibitor that prevents the binding of C3

(substrate) to the C3 convertase (enzyme complex).

Introducing the non-canonical amino acid 1-methyl-Trp in posi-

tion 5 had a profound impact on C3 binding,34 particularly on kinetic

dissociation rates and binding entropy, resulting in analog Cp05 that

was licensed to Potentia (later Apellis) and defines the API of pegceta-

coplan. Following the identification of other positions amenable to

medicinal chemistry,39 a milestone was reached by addressing an

additional binding site through extension of the N-terminus with

D-Tyr, resulting in a potent lead analog (i.e., Cp40) featuring subnano-

molar target binding affinity.45 Recent structural studies of Cp40 in

complex with C3b, combined with SAR and computational analyses,

provided further insights into the binding determinants of the comp-

statin family.41 The favorable interaction profile of Cp40 can be traced

back to a few key contact residues (D-Tyr1, 1-MeTrp5, Asp7) and an

extensive network of intramolecular interactions that stabilize the bio-

active conformation. The N-terminal D-Tyr forms important hydrogen

bonds and lipophilic contacts to the target, while the addition of an

N-methyl group in Trp5 strongly increases binding affinity as already

apparent during development of Cp05. The new crystal structure

revealed that this affinity enhancement is determined both by

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Target INN (brandname) Company Type Status Indication

MASP-3 OMS906 Omeros mAb Phase I

C1s Sutimlimab

(Enjaymo®)

Sanofi (True North

Therapeutics)

mAb Approved 2022 CAD

C1s (activated) SAR 445088 Sanofi mAb Phase II Antibody-mediated

rejection, ITP,

autoimmune hemolytic

anemia

C1q ANX005 Annexon mAb Phase II/III wAIHA, Guillain-Barré,

ALS, Huntington disease

C1r, C1s, MASPs C1-INH (Cinryze,

Berinert, Cetor,

Ruconest)

Shire, CSL, Sanquin,

Pharming

Protein Approved HAE

Abbreviations: AHUS, atypical Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome; ALS, Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis; AMD, age-related macular degeneration; ANCA, Anti-

neutrophil cytoplasmic autoantibody; C3G, C3 Glomerulonephritis; CAD, Cold Agglutinin Disease; CHAPLE, CD55-Deficient Protein-Losing Enteropathy;

COVID-19, corona virus disease 2019; GA, geographic atrophy; gMG, generalized myasthenia gravis; HAE, Hereditary angioedema; HSCT-TMA,

hematopoietic stem cell transplant-related thrombotic microangiopathy; ITP, Immune Thrombocytopenia; LN, lupus nephritis; MMN, Multifocal motor

neuropathy; NMOSD, neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders; PNH, Paroxysmal Nocturnal Hemoglobinuria; WAIHA, Warm Autoimmune Hemolytic

Anemia.
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interactions with a lipophilic pocket and shielding of a conserved

water molecule that is involved in an extensive hydrogen bond net-

work between Cp40 and C3b.41

Despite the scarce knowledge about molecular mechanisms and

affinity determinants of the compstatin family at the time of discov-

ery, early proof-of-concept studies could be provided thanks to a net-

work of international complement experts. Compstatin inhibited the

generation of C3-derived mediators in a non-human primate (NHP)

model of protamine/heparin-induced complement activation46 and

showed beneficial effects in an ex vivo model of xenotransplanta-

tion.47,48 Such studies proved vital for the development of this com-

pound class by alleviating skepticism about C3-targeted therapies.

Cp05 was originally licensed to Potentia in 2006 for treating age-

related macular degeneration (AMD); after promising phase 1 data,

the non-PEGylated compound (POT-4) did not reach endpoints in

phase 2 trials, likely due to insufficient dosing.49 Apellis continued the

development of this candidate (as APL-1) yet also introduced the

central PEG moiety in a bivalent format for improved pharmacoki-

netics (APL-2, pegcetacoplan). Alongside the approved use of sys-

temic pegcetacoplan in PNH, Apellis also showed positive results for

intravitreal pegcetacoplan injection for the treatment of geographic

atrophy in AMD patients in two phase 3 trials (DERBY, OAKS) which

recently led to the FDA approval of pegcetacoplan (Syfovre) as the

first and only available treatment for geographic atrophy, marking

another important milestone in the development of complement

therapeutics.50

In parallel, the Lambris group at the University of Pennsylvania

continued its effort to evolve the compound class, generating more

potent compound generations, with improved binding profiles and

pharmacokinetic properties. Such next-generation compstatin analogs

bear the potential for therapeutic applications in a broader spectrum

of indications such as ocular/retinal diseases, which benefit from ana-

logs that display prolonged intraocular residence and enhanced retinal

tissue penetration.51 The potent lead compound Cp40 (KD � 0.5 nM)

was licensed to Amyndas and entered clinical trials as AMY-101. The

largely improved target residence time of Cp40 results in an extended

circulation half-life that omits the need for PEGylation. After a

single/multiple ascending dose phase I trial (NCT03316521) showed

that AMY-101 was safe and well-tolerated,52 the clinical candidate

entered several phase 2 trials. Based on emerging insight that C3 acti-

vation acts as a key pathogenic driver of periodontal inflammation

and bone loss in periodontitis,53 the efficacy and safety of locally

injected AMY-101 was evaluated in a phase 2a study that used a

split-mouth strategy that allowed to compare the active drug to pla-

cebo in the same patient (NCT03694444).54 After 3 weeks of one-

weekly intragingival injections, significant improvements in markers of

gingival inflammation and tissue destruction and in clinical parameters

of gingivitis could be observed; intriguingly, these improvements

lasted for at least 3 month after the treatment was discontinued and

no adverse events had been reported.54 AMY-101 was also

assessed in a randomized phase 2 trial to treat patients with acute

respiratory distress syndrome due to COVID-19 infection (ITHACA;

NCT04395456).55 Interim data showed a notable yet not significant

change of oxygen requirement in patients receiving AMY-101 com-

pared to placebo after 2 weeks of add-on treatment to standard of

care (81.3% vs. 53.3%). Also, AMY-101 treatment was associated with

an attenuated thromboinflammatory response as evidenced by

reduced levels of NETosis markers and lower CRP and ferritin. This

study also provided important insights into non-canonical,

convertase-independent mechanisms of C3 bypass activation, a mech-

anism which may manifest in cases of severe COVID-19 and affect

the impact of C3-inhibitor treatment.

The development of the compstatin class is only one of the

encouraging examples about the value that academic drug discovery

may have in pharmaceutical development efforts. Fortunately, the

stimulating exchange between academic, clinical and industrial part-

ners persisted even after the first complement drugs reached the mar-

ket and continues to produce novel and diverse treatment options.

The sheer number of intervention points in the complement system

and its broad involvement in many clinical conditions certainly facili-

tate the ongoing innovation by avoiding a quick saturation of markets

and indications. On the contrary, a spectrum of distinct complement

modulators is a critical need in view of the diversity of pathomechan-

isms. Although C5-targeted strategies remain important due to the

vast clinical experience, the field has rapidly evolved in many direc-

tions, including the range of indications, the number of targets and

the nature of treatment modalities. Alongside antibodies and cyclic

peptides, nucleic acids and fusion proteins emerge as new compound

classes, while small molecules dominate the field of alternative path-

way inhibition. Remarkably, there is a high number of first-in-class

compounds in clinical development that address new targets such as

C2, properdin, CD59, MASP-2, MASP-3, C1q, activated FB and acti-

vated C1s. Hematological diseases, and especially PNH, have provided

a nucleus and fertile environment for the growth of clinical comple-

ment modulators. Owing to the close encounter between complement

and blood cells, hematology will remain a major indication area for

complement inhibitors, which is already evident by the exciting devel-

opment to make such drugs accessible to patients suffering from

AIHA, CAD, or hematopoetic stem cell transplantation-associated

thrombotic microangiopathy. Yet even in well-established indications,

it is expected that patients and clinicians will benefit substantially

from the novel treatment options.

Taking patent applications and scientific literature as indication,

one can expect that the field of complement-targeted drug discovery

will continue to thrive, and that academic groups and start-up compa-

nies will remain important propellants in future endeavors.

Undeniably, the intertwining of academic and industrial innovation

has cross-fertilized the development of a new generation of comple-

ment therapeutics, bringing personalized and disease-specific comple-

ment therapy closer to fruition. In this regard, the contribution of

scientist-driven conferences focused on cutting-edge research in the

field of complement drug discovery has been instrumental in bridging

innovative therapeutic concepts and sharing mechanistic and transla-

tional insights that have propelled discovery efforts at the “academia-

industry” interface. For over 20 years, Aegean Conferences, a non-

profit educational organization run by the scientific community has

LAMERS ET AL. 5



been organizing highly targeted Complement Therapeutics meetings,

a unique forum that brings together academic leaders and industrial

innovators active in the field of complement drug discovery. Their

cross-disciplinary nature has fostered scientific exchange among the

complement community and the knowledge base shared in these

highly interactive meetings has helped immensely in advancing new

complement therapeutics to the clinical stage.56–62 In many aspects,

these conferences have been a unique hub for charting new frontiers

in our renewed perception of complement biology and a true catalyst

for the recent resurgence of clinical approvals of new complement-

specific drugs.56–62
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